CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

From the data and data analysis in chapter four is concluded that:


2. The subjects produced the being pattern and sub-pattern S-P dominantly.

3. The subjects were basically influenced both ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’ process in producing their sentences. It is also true that differences across the languages are not only differences between children. There are also individual differences between children producing the same language. Each sentence of the two subjects has its own characteristic.

5.2 Suggestions
After the conclusion of the acquisition of Indonesian declarative sentence by four-year children was made, the researcher would suggest to parents and researchers.

1. To the parent

The parents assist the children in the process of language acquisition. Parents allow them to communicate freely to produce sentences in different situation and there should be someone to converse with them in order to acquire many kinds of words they have heard because children produce sentences based on what they hear. The parents should be creative helping the children in the process of acquiring their sentences. Parents encourage the children to communicate and produce the correct sentences and if they make mistakes, give the exact one.

2. To other researchers

This is suggested that there will be some further research about this study, particularly, it will be deal with the acquisition of declarative sentence by children with large number of subject. Perhaps, there will be so many things different. Additional, another research done is to get better understanding of this field and children language development.